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How could the district improve Parent Teacher Conferences to better meet your needs 

as a parent?
ensure that the teacher stays on task of discussing the needs of the child and not about irrelevant issues that dont pertain to 

my child.

nothing

Not be so rushed.

I feel like in some case a little more time would have been nice but for the most part it is fine.

Good as is; thank you.
I think if a child needs a conference it should be arranged otherwise maybe sending a paper/sheet of your child's progress 

home with the child to let us know how he/she is doing.  What our child can work on.

Require the parents attend them at all times.
It is very difficult to get to conferences when its just open time and you wait to try squeeze in to see teacher. I didn't know 

that times could be scheduled with teachers this year so I was not able to attend conferences. 

Confernces are going well in my opinon.
I have no concerns. I had a conference in the fall but one was not need the next time around. I am fine with that method. I 

know I can (and do) talk to my children's teachers when I have concerns or a question.

A longer time to talk with teachers and I feel there should be 2 conferences a year, rather than just one in the fall. The "as 

needed" conference in the winter should be for all students. One time to meet with your child's teacher in an entire school 

year, is not enough. If my child is not struggling, I should still hear about the good things that are happening and the progress 

that is being made, as well as areas to work on. I request that I see my child's teacher in the winter as well because I do feel 

this is important. I would like to see a November conference and a spring conference, rather than a winter 

conference...winter is too far from the end of the year.

More time with the teacher would be great! 15 min went by too quickly.
Email calendar set up rather than a paper form that is sent home with the child. In a split custody household, I worry that I 

will not see the parent teacher conference form and miss the date/time that has been allotted. 

The planner system doesn't work very well with my child because the writing is illegible, often inaccurate or omitted. Then 

we have to check the teacher website to see what was covered for the day. On the website, it's unclear if what is noted is 

homework or what was covered in class. The teacher my son has is excellent. It's hard to make your child care about the 

quality of their work when it's not a priority for them.

I feel the conferences work well for our family.

Nothing to suggest.  I like the scheduled times.

I don't go to HS conferences. I don't really need to because my child is doing fine. Elementary conferences meet my needs 

and have been scheduled at times that work well with my schedule (the teachers have been flexible to meet my needs.)

I work nights and am usually unable to attend.  By special request, right after school would be great.  Missing 2 or 3 hrs of 

sleep is not feasible.  I also understand that the teachers need a gap between class and the conferences, that is why I 

thought a special request for a time would be beneficial to parents who are in my situation.  His mom does attend, but 

sometimes there is a language barrier because she is self-conscious about her English.

I do like the improvements with the scheduled appointments. See above for other improvements.

In my past experience I was not informed of p/t conferences due to my ex-wife and not the school. However, I was left out of 

decisions made by my ex wife and the school never informed me about those decisions. After many emails back and forth, I 

did get this fixed. So my suggestion is have teachers and staff ALWAYS respond to parents emails and contact them if 

necessary regardless of what is assumed!!
I have no problems with the parent teacher conferences.  Maybe only print stuff out if the student needs help or 

improvement in a subject.

I really like the scheduling of the time before it is opened up to everyone!
In some instances, 15 minutes is not enough for elementary students.  While I realize that conferences are very time 

consuming for teachers, it sometimes feels rushed.
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Have brownsdale teachers come up to hayfield so they r all together in the same school for all the parents that have kids in 

both schools.

I would like to hear from the teacher.  Maybe this wouldn't be feasible, but I'd like to know how they think my child is doing 

and what their concerns are for my child.  Here I am 2 months from the end of the school year and because my child is 

getting decent grades I have had no contact with any of the teachers.  It'd be nice to have some sort of communication that 

says that these teachers even know my child is in their class and what suggestions they may have to help my child get the 

most out of her education.

Make suggestions on over all learning abilities and design a program that the student feels comfortable with and does not 

feel separated from the "smart" students.  Every students learns differently and at different paces.  With the curriculum this 

way it is difficult to distriguish this type of program.

I like the opportunity to schedule conferences if need be-keep that in place
these conferences meet all our needs, when we have any other issues or concerns we are warmly welcomed and 

accomodated by the teachers and principles for voicing or discussing concerns

Not sure.... 

I prefer emails to conferences

I think they are fine, I mostly talk to teachers using email.

Have teachers provide parents with printed definitions of what the AIMSWEB tests are.

I feel that having an open line of communication helps eliminate long conference s or if the student is doing well - no need 

for one.     The school has established this open communication vie phone, email, and letters.  Keep up the good work.

I feel there is not enough time alotted for conferences and maybe there could be another day added to allow for more time 

to discuss issues.  Or communicate better by e-mail(monthly?)

none

none

I feel conferences were a mess this year! I like to touch base at least this one time throughout the year with the teachers.  It 

was impossible to get to all the teachers when I have two kids in high school.  It was so much easier when the teachers were 

in the gym and you could just go from one teacher to the next.  I did alot of running up and down stairs to try to meet with 

all the teachers and I still didn't get to talk to all of them.  I don't have any concerns about my kids, but like I said I like to at 

least connect with the teachers once during the year and check on their progress.  I feel the way it was done this last year 

really only benefited parents that set up specific times to see the teachers and I felt that those were for kids that are having 

troubles.

Everything is fine.

The idea of scheduling conferences was a huge improvement in the high school.

Anything - what you offer right now is poor.  Parent Teacher Conference should not be the place to meet and discuss 

assistance for your children. I agree it needs to be the parents that is responsible with what is happing with their children.  

However, if your child is not an A or B student, nobody seems to care.  If the child is a C or less, they just fall to the wayside.  I 

think the teacher should be initiating the contact with the parents on a regular basis during the quarters to help the student.  

It isn't always that the parent doesn't want to be involved, life is busy and you are spending the entire day with them.  

Teachers have a degree in the field and then you want the parents to come home from their day job and be an expert in 

Science or Calculus.  I have begged for tutoring for years and got NOTHING.  I know for a fact that none of the teachers I have 

had contact with in the high school make any effort, with the exception of (redacted) .  

Longer confernece time would be nice
both schools have been wonderful in scheduling comferences for me in the( am )due to my second shift work schedule. I am 

so grateful for their flexibility and understanding.   THANK YOU!!!!!
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Sometimes conferences feel rushed, often the person ahead of me isn't finished and I run a little over as well.  I do 

appreciate teacher e-mails, phone calls, etc for updates.  1 or 2 conferences a year is fine when my kids are doing well but 

during a challenging year, I have appreciated the extra time teachers take to keep me updated either by phone or email.  I 

would appreciate an email update from the teacher in the winter and spring even if there are no big issues, I would 

appreciate hearing what I could work on with my kids......not sure if e-mail is the best form to do that or not???

Teacher should be sending a note to parents saying there is a need to meet about child if they are not getting homework in 

or do not understand what is going on in class.  I don't bother with conferences as if there was a problem, the teacher needs 

to let me know.  And it can be at any time throughout quarter.  
I like the option of requesting an appointment to meet with specific teachers during a specified time.  It prevents me from 

wasting time waiting in line.  Change the to Parent-Student-Teacher Conferences and have students lead the conference 

giving teachers and parents an opportunity to add input.  

I like the conferences in the gym.  

Phone call if needed

send out list of tings they are behind on to try to resolve before conferences.

send out list of tings they are behind on to try to resolve before conferences.

none

It works fine.

Please make a suggestion on how the district can increase parent engagement.

there are teachers that are unable to provide the cirriculum a child needs to prepare for a test which in turn leads to the 

child stuggling to know what to study to prepare for the exam. and there are substitute teachers that dont know the content 

for the class and then hand the kids a test to take without any preparation..  What is this?

no change
Make the teachers accountable, if a student is trying, but still failing, its the teachers responsability to contact parents, we 

can't always rely on JMC. If the information is not entered we can't see it.

Keep website updated on a daily basis. Many times it has old/outdated information, and calendar should be kept updated as 

well. Website should be thee go-to place for all important and new information, dates, activities, etc.

It is very hard when parents work but I definitely think parents should be engaged in your children's work and activities.  It is 

very important to get parents involved but at the same time parents need to encourage children to not give up and try new 

things such as activities.  Dont just let your children give up on an activitity because they do not like it or it is too hard.  That 

does not teach the children anything and prepare a child for what is really out there after high school.

Have a few parent reps on your decision making committees.  
I am an involved parent, both at school and at home. I don't know how you teach a parent to be involved...they just should 

expect to be part of their childs education.

I do not feel "connected" to the district or to my child's school. I would love to see a monthly school newsletter come home 

with my child. Something that I can put on the refrigerator and refer to. I don't think that all information should be located 

on the website. I think the "old fashioned" newsletter, on paper, is a valuable communication tool. I feel communication 

between school and home is lacking. I am happy that my child attends school in the district, but I wish the communication 

was better so we felt more connected to the district rather than relying on the website to try and find out the information 

that I need.
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Email communication could be helpful.  Communicate (invite) opportunities for parents to help in the classroom (beyond just 

the "party" days).  1st grade has the standing invitation to do reading and while that wasn't a possibility for me on a regular 

basis, it was nice to be able to support student learning when I could.  If I have a day off, I would be willing to help for a few 

hours if I knew I could be of assistance.  I prefer to help in my kids classroom or assist my kids teachers in any way...to ensure 

they see me there in support of them.  Repeating this invitation or opportunity in the teacher newsletters would be 

beneficial for highlighting the continued need for supporting classroom learning/activities.

Email communications of important and upcoming news items

I believe that parent engagement is up to the parents, there isn't much that the district/school can do about a parent that 

doesn't want to be involved.  I do think that community activities in Hayfield (through community ed) are quite limited 

though. I understand that with a lower population that there will not be as many opportunities, but with things like the 

toddler activities being mid-morning (when most people are working) it is very inconvenient to actually attend. The 

increased amount of craft days through color me mine has been refreshing to see though!
Be more inclusive with the Brownsdale community students. I didn't live here before, but changing so that the student 

"merging" to occurs at the 3rd grade level has just made life more complicated for us since all programming takes place in 

Hayfield.

Send out some sort of invitation letter when there is a need for more help.

Maybe just better communication from the teachers.
More opportunities need to be made available. Can we chaperone an event? Give more positive feedback, not just the 

negative. 

The school, community, government or God himself cannot "make" a parent more or less engaged in a child's education.  It's 

not your job to force it.  Those that are will continue to do so and those that are not will continue to not be involved.  The 

tedious paper trail used to make it appear that a parent is involved is useless and annoying.

Emails, Make sure teachers are updating their websites once per week, class updates.

Encourage more participation in PIE and give reminders to parents prior to each meeting.

Classroom news letters in the high school to keep parents aware of what is expected for that week.

I have gone to the web site many times to get information and have found it very hard to navigate through.  Even if it's 

something as simple as game times,  practice schedules, game schedules, I have to look everywhere just to find it.  
I feel there needs to be more class room engagement and participation in lessons and work with the students vs parents 

trying to work with student.

Parent engagement in what areas????  Is there need for an increase in parent/child engagement or parent/school 

engagement? At the beginning of the school year, PIE asks for parental assistance with Halloween, Christmas and Valentine 

parties.  Each classroom sends out notices for parental assistance with field trips when needed.  I am more likely to engage 

when a need for engagement is solicited by the school.  If there is more need for engagement then the school needs to ask 

for assistance with specific issues or projects.  I think letters sent home with my students are more likely to get my attention 

than any other form of communication.
I would like to have more email communications from teachers & staff. Sending paper notices home seem to get overlooked. 

I think more & more people are connected & communicate via email.

Not sure, kind of up to the parent.

In my experience, when the child has difficulty with a particular teacher, the parent is hesitant to confront the teacher 

and/or administration about the issue, and nothing gets done about it.  Parents should be encouraged to speak to school 

administration if they feel they cannot speak directly to the teacher involved.  Unfortunately, as has been my experience this 

year, administration referred me to speak directly with the teacher, because administration didn't want to be confronted 

either.  It's a difficult position for the parent and the student, when there is no one they feel comfortable speaking with. 

Automated weekly emails of events, activities, etc.

Better communication with parents and more welcoming opportunities to volunteer parent time.
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none

none
Some of the teachers pages are not kept current  Some of the teachers are good about checking email and communicating 

and some aren't

I think it should be initiated by the teachers.  If they see that the teacher cares, then that would definitely make the parent 

want to work them.  The last time we came in to see one of the teachers after hours, a friend that works at the school 

overheard these comments, and was kind enough to tell us what was said about us.  "What are the so and so's doing here?  

Oh just another disgruntle parent. "    How do you think that made us feel? MORE LETTERS to the parents on what the school 

is doing to improve what is not working.
Teachers should email parents if there are any concerns BEFORE the report cards come out!  I have only received email 

correspondence from one teacher since my son has been in High School.

More activities after school for parents and kids. 

Teacher websites are helpful IF teachers keep them up to date, this isn't consistent among the district.  As a parent, it would 

be helpful to be given "ideas" or instructions on how something is being taught (for example, math) so that I can reinforce it 

at home.  Are there websites, apps or the ipad, worksheets, etc available to help me help my kids understand a certain 

concept?  I often call my sister (a teacher) to get ideas of how to explain something to my kids....I am not always sure if the 

way I tell them is the way it was taught or if I am confusing them more.

I filled out the volunteer sign up webpage a while back and received no response.

Teachers need to be sure JMC is updated continually. If parents are to monitor and keep track of their child's progress, JMC 

needs to be utilized by all teachers and updated daily. VERY frustrating when grades/assignments are not recorded even 

though they have been handed in.   Better communication needs to happen; improve website and keep it updated. This is 

where the most current information should be placed including activities, events, etc. Keep parents in the know with the 

most current information on the website.  The schoolmessenger calling system is awesome!!

elementary side not wait so long to notify about lunch account. they don't notify me until I'm 20 dollars negative on the 

account and that really messes up the household budget  

MORE COMMUNICATION FROM TEACHERS when child is not performing up to acceptable standards.  I usually do not find 

out until it is too late in quarter.  Kids can stay after if not getting assignments in, as well as with the teacher.  Seems like 

some teachers do not have time as they need to get home or sports or other activities.  School comes first and the success of 

each student.  Do not feel some teachers have time to help students when they are not understanding subjects.  Some of 

these kids are also afraid to ask as they are feeling like teacher does not have time or not enough spare time in classroom to 

ask.

I think those parents that want to be involved are.  However, some teachers and administration act like they are superior to 

others.  They need to get their noses out of the air and be social and welcoming to parents.      Also, there are several 

teachers that feel the need to make up rumors about students and spread them amongst the staff and community.  

(statement redacted) .   

When a child's grades start to slip or child isn't at expected grade, have teachers communicate with parents and work 

together to help that child's grade improve.  At last conference, my childs grade wasn't where is should be.  The teacher 

expected the grade to improve and wasn't worried about it like I was.  The quarter ends next week and my child has the 

same low grade (mainly because there hasn't been many projects, tests, etc).  Is that teacher still not worried?   Send mass 

emails out - don't count on the parent hearing everything from their child.

Its fine

supply more info on late assignments so i will know what they are working on to help me address  the this with my children.     

supply more info on late assignments so i will know what they are working on to help me address  the this with my children.     
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more parent included activities

Just keep the communcation lines open.

How could the district improve Open House night to better meet your needs as a parent?

No problem with the open house night it runs smoothly.

better orientation for 7th graders

no change
Conflicts with those kids taking projects to State Fair so have been unable to attend. Feel we missed out on important 

information.
Sometimes Open House gets a little crazy but for the most part it is organized and I like the times like from 6 to 8 pm 

because most parents work.

The letter anouncing the Open house last year was not very clear, the portion that talked about the class room visits listed 

two times with a break in the middle but I took that to mean open times to come and visit with the teacher but it acutally 

was a set time for the teacher to speak to a group of parents.  I feel the anouncement could have more clearly spelled out 

the class room visit.  When I hear Open House I think come a go if the class room was going to be in lectur form with a 

start/stop time that should have been stated.

I don't have any issues with how Open House night is currently run. I'm always open to change, but don't have my own ideas.
Longer period of time and more options for teacher presentations. Options to meet with the teacher individually also helps 

to establish a positive relationship to start the school year, rather than meet in a large group.
Have smaller group setting instead of all the students & parents in a classroom session at one time.  This way the teachers 

can talk to parents if there are concerns they should know about.  Open house night has a lot of people in the room and I 

don't feel like I can talk to the teacher adequately.

I think Open House night is set up quite well actually- it is very informative and the teachers are all capable of answering all 

questions. I would suggest informing parents that there are actually 2 different presentation times from the teachers though. 

The past couple years it has only listed the early time for the presentation and not mentioned the later presentation time. 

Offer two night of the open house each year so there is an alternative date if you can't make the one.

Smaller groups would make it easier to see everything and get everything done in a timely manner.

Possibly have 2 nights and split up by last name (ie: first night A-M; second night N-Z) or split up by grades into 2 nights.  

Have pictures that night also to help eliminate retakes would be nice.  We were not able to hear the presentation for each 

teacher since we have 3 elementary students in 3 different grades.  Being new to the school it was very difficult. 

This meets my needs for the most part. Might be nice for my 7th grader to have more of a personalized open house similar 

to the one done in the elementary where we could meet all the teachers and go through expectations and so on.
I know how valuable the teachers' time is, but the open houses often fall on nights I have other meetings. Maybe two 

separate days (even with shorter times) would be helpful. 

Open house night is okay, not thrilled about the pictures being the same night.

As the parent of a 7th grader, I felt that Open House was chaotic and unorganized.  I had no idea what I was supposed to be 

doing or where I was supposed to be going.  Were we supposed to talk to teachers?  What things were we supposed to pick 

up?  Thankfully there I had friends that had older kids to guide me through the basics.
Not enough time is given for each parent for each teacher.  Teachers need to discuss problems, good and bad qualities and 

present a plan.
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With three children in 3 different grades it is nearly impossible to attend 3 class presentations and get all the other matters 

dealt with in just a few hours.   The only other way would be to do the open house night more than once but that would be 

very demanding for teachers etc.  They did kindergarten on a different night this year (which was wonderful for the 

kindergarteners) but we were on vacation that week and weren't able to attend.

Receive open house information prior to the open house date via email.

Provide more information about organizations and clubs. Have letters for parents from teachers  there for parents to take 

with them that night, like class expectations and rules, daily or weekly expectations (like terms quiz every week)

Dont know that an open house is needed.
Open House night is generally OK.  It would be helpful to know what the curriculum is for each class (what main projects they 

will be working on).
Assistant for the teacher - some parents consume a teacher's time over trivial things that an assistant can answer...  This will 

allow the teacher more equal time for all parents instead of the feeling of being rushed.

many 

none

none

Everything is fine.

I am happy with the open house.  Appreciate also that all of the bus drivers are present at open house.

Open House for the most part is ok, not great.  Why is Hayfield losing so many students? Parents are moving them to other 

schools, so more information in the District Letter should give more information on what is being done to improve Hayfield.  

Teachers have become  too comfortable and don't feel like they have to make improvements.

I enjoy the set presentation times and meeting the teacher and hearing his/her expectations.  I can't think of any changes.
For families living in Mower county try to consider not having sports sign up and meeting nights during Mower County Fair. 

Thanks.

I am not sure if I have ever attended one of these as kids just pick up schedule for year.

Do away with school pictures that night.  It is hectic enough without having to deal with that.

Works good.  Continue to have parent sessions so we can hear new updates.  

Just sending info
when your asking for  things  like assignments late or not turned in home work i would like it emailed to me . so it doesn't get 

so behind that it can't be caught up.
when your asking for  things  like assignments late or not turned in home work i would like it emailed to me . so it doesn't get 

so behind that it can't be caught up.

More informative and more aware of when, where, etc, regarding open house

It works fine.

How can the district support you as a parent in promoting your child's success?

Ensure that teachers are capable and knowledgeable in the subject that are teaching and take action on parent concerns.

The only complaint I have is the new grading system for high school.  My kids seem to be more stressed out.  Doing regular 

homework seems less important to them.  They get frustrated trying to schedule a re-test time with teachers.  

I believe the great teachers and the help you offer is great, and has helped the kids allot. Home work helper has been a life 

saver with the hour I work. The girls have really benifited from the extra help. Please keep up all the great work you do with 

the childern.

 Change your grading system, get rid of block scheduling, 
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Misc comments:  "Smart" math versus "Dumb" math classes (7th grade) and distinctions of kids in these two classes are not 

promoting a child's success or confidence levels. Students and teachers alike refer to these two different classes as "smart" vs 

"dumb", and this should NOT happen! 
Maybe a college day for elementary so they can plan what they want to be or do when they grow up.  These kids have no 

idea and some do.  It is good to set goals for kids at a younger age so they succeed in life.
Require the teachers to communicate with the parents more frequently.  Our quality of education needs to improve.  Our 

children are not being challenged and it is going to be a rude awakening when they get out into the real world that they 

actually have to WORK for success!

Maybe run some community ed classes or create a website of resources?

I think better communication between home and school would be a huge support. I also feel that the children need to be 

challenged and enriched rather than just following the curriculum of all others. This would lead to greater success for all 

children.

It could be useful to have resources that can be used for practice materials.  Do the text books offer supplemental materials?

I believe that the district is not doing enough to prepare the students for their future.  Study skills, the high school grading 

system and curriculum  are not at a level where they need to be to prepare the kids to go into a college environment.  

There is room for improvement in preparing our kids for college. I enrolled my child and will enroll my other child next year 

in the ACT class at Kasson. It was excellent class and I was thankful it was available to my child even though she was not a 

Kasson student. There should be quarterly meetings with the juniors and the parents to make sure the kids are on track for 

setting goals and preparing for college.   There is also room for improvement in the English program at Hayfield. We need to 

do a better job at preparing our kids to be able to write essays and research papers. This needs to start at the 7th and 8th 

grade level. (statements redacted).   Need improvement in this area.

Better communication

There is poor communication about extra curricular activities.  Many times we find out about opportunities at the last 

minute or discover after traveling to Hayfield that we didn't need to be at a mandatory meeting stated in a letter.   

Keeping the webpage up-to-date, continuing the program with the automated calling, encouraging teachers to keep 

communication lines open with parents and students, keeping teacher webpages up-to-date. One thing that I have been 

disappointed with this year has been the lack of informative information in regards to (redacted)  performances at school 

events. The time listed on the page is the latest time to be there (and sometimes they're done before the time posted), dates 

or times have changed throughout the year, and when the teacher informs the students the day before or the day of the 

performance and it is not included in the newsletter, the message is not always passed from student to parent. 
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1) I report this every year but it never changes. My son has a 1 hour and 10 minutes ride each way on the bus every day. He 

is the first one on and the last one off. There are kids who live four miles south of us who have a 1/2 hour shorter bus route. 

Supposedly the routes are reviewed but they NEVER change (it's been three years now).  I have a child who will begin 

kindergarten at the Brownsdale school who will have to get on the bus at 6:50 every day if we have her ride the bus. It's bad 

enough that my 11-year-old son had to assume this schedule upon 4th grade but it's ridiculous that a 5-year old would have 

to do the same. Then school day doesn't even start at Brownsdale until 8:20 a.m. and is done at 2:45 p.m. Seriously, what 

parent can work and also pull off this schedule? There is no before or after school care at the school. Driving to Hayfield 

SACC is not a convenient solution to this problem - so they can have an even longer day? I can't believe we are the only 

family in this predicament.  2) All summer programming is scheduled for the convenience of those who live in Hayfield. 

Again, it takes 20 minutes each way for us to drive to Hayfield. How can we make this drive two times a day without missing 

a whole morning of work? We do summer sports/activities in Austin because they have a feasible schedules. This is a shame 

because my son laments the fact that he can't be with his peers.  3) How about scheduling some programming at Brownsdale 

school? 4) Offer tutoring services (especially for math) 5) Additional busing options. 6) Crate more comprehensive teacher 

websites that outline class work and homework for each day. Make a standard webpage for each teacher site so they are 

consistent and easy to read. Isn't there a web developer onsite who could do this rather than require each teacher to make a 

yola site?

Would like to see more electronic communication between teacher and parents.  In a divorce situation where there is joint 

custody, one parent may miss out on some of the communication from the school if the child is not with them that particular 

week.

I would like to see communication in the daily planner.  As far as, why they had a bad day, good day or concerns.  I don't 

hear any communication from the teacher, especially if they say that a parent/teacher conference is not needed.  Also, most 

days my children come home saying the school lunch wasn't very good, or they found hair in their food, or they aren't 

getting full.

The scheduling in the high school was a mess for my child this year. We were not able to fit in the elective classes we wanted 

because they were up against required classes. How can you make this work out better. We don't like having to give up 

electives like Spanish or band because we had to choose between the two. 

I would rather get a phone call from the school rather than relying on my son to tell me things.  I just found out from this 

survey that teachers had webpages.

Teachers need to be held accountable on their end for keeping JMC Online up to date.  Too many times as I am monitoring 

my childrens grades they tell me where grades are missing they have turned in those assignments, taken that exam, etc.  

Teacher websites should just be removed as some do not regularly keep up to date either.    Again, as said in previous 

surveys, offer more electives that are taught by knowledgeable, skilled teachers in those areas - not just because they are 

tenured and need something to "fill the hour."
Be careful not to infringe on our rights to teach our children OUR morals, not yours. That is the trend in public schools, and it 

is a bad one. Please avoid doing that. 
Teachers need to enter information in JMC in a timely manner.  This is not happening now.  JMC can be very helpful if it is up 

to date.  
Listen to advice and take into consideration what the parent is saying. Keep an open mind that the parent my be correct in 

their thoughts and concerns.
The school referendums need to stop or be used for more important things than sports.  While I know that sports are an 

important part of school, academics should be the focus.  Class sizes have been cut in half for each generation of my family 

going through the Hayfield School system and supoosedly we need more space?!  Better quality and expectations for 

education, teachers, and class options would be a start.  
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More communication.  If it means having a place on JMC where parents/teachers  can voice concerns about grades, 

assignments, behaviors etc.  I am at a place where I feel my child is coming home with homework that she doesn't 

understand on a regular basis so we end up spending many hours going through it at night trying to get her to understand it.  

She's not a dumb kid, but I know she has grown to feel that way.  I just sometimes feel that there's not enough effort being 

put forth to get these kids to understand the material.  I know times have changed, but I have been very dissappointed in 

with the follow through that many of the teachers have had.  If the majority of the class fails or doesn't understand the 

material, more often that not the teachers just move on without making sure the kids have an understanding of the material.  

I realize that a teacher is expected to get through so much curriculum, but if the kids aren't understanding it, really what 

good is it doing them?

I could be more informed on what my child needs to work on at home. Flash cards,etc.. and what kind. Ilike to help but 

sometimes dont know what to help on until she gets behind.

The new grading system seems to work for students that learn easily and those that really struggle, howerver, those students 

that seem to be between are the ones struggling.  There is a saying, leave no child left behind, I feel with this new grading 

system students are being left behind.  Sqeeking by and slipping through lines.  The system is a good idea over all, however it 

was introduced too fast without much thought on impact for all learning abilities.

I believe each school board should have the right allow a few key teachers/employees the right to carry a concealed weapon 

(with legal permit) in order to prevent a tragedy like Sandy Hook.  Every criminal knows that schools (and any other place 

where guns are banned) are completely defenseless.  
Continuing good parent - teacher & staff communication. Keeping teacher and district websites and calendars correct/up to 

date.
Have one style our program for all teachers for parents to look at that has assignments and deadlines, even handouts.  Right 

now all teachers have different things online and some dont have anything.
They do.  You don't ask this but my kids are very unhappy with school lunch. There are days they choose to not eat over 

eating school food.  
Actively address issues brought up regarding teachers.  When multiple parents and students bring concerns about a given 

teacher, please address them.  The parents are trying to take an active role in promoting their child's successful but often it 

seems to fall on deaf ears.
Provide information on things parents can do to improve childrens focus, study skills, time management, etc.  Perhaps a 

biweekly email.

Communication

We are ok

none

Please contact parents as soon as you notice problems or concerns not after it has been going on for awhile. So easy to send 

an email of concern or heads up and let us deal with it before it becomes a bigger issue. I have had a couple teachers do this, 

and I  really appreciate it. I have also had a couple teachers tell me something in conference that I would have really 

appreciated knowing about earlier.

Hold teachers accountable for keeping JMC up to date.  This is a great tool and when it is not used as intended it is worthless.  

We expect the kids to be accountable for their work and we should hold the teachers to the same standard.  When I see and 

experience teachers who are not taking accountability for their responsibilities I also see and hear kids and parents who are 

frustrated.  Our school district is struggling,  the changes made with the grading system has resulted in kids not 

concentrating on tests because they know they can retake them,  when you get into college and into the real world you do 

not get retakes and I think it is sending the wrong message and developing bad habits.  

(redacted)  Science courses.. have more projects.  Teaching with slides is way too difficult.  How are they supposed to love 

and learn science?
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Report cards are great but it might be nice to have an update on how child is doing in an area that they do not excell at with 

specific suggestions on how to help out with that at home.  I realize this is time consuming for the teacher, so maybe not 

realistic.  Weekly newsletter from the teacher about what to focus on for the week, spelling list, etc. is very helpful!

I would love to see a complete overhaul with teacher involvement with students who have a C or less.  Offer more help to 

them and show to the parents that you are.  Kids don't want to bring attention to themselves in front of everyone else that 

they need help.  You should know that with all the bullying issues that are happening.   Put the information out there in 

letters to the parents in the mail, not with the student.  Yes, it is a digital era, but hunting for information on the website is a 

lot of work on top of the homework we are supposed to doing with our children everynight.  Byron is blowing everyone out 

of the ball park, find out what they are doing and then communicate to the parents 

Engage/communicate with the parents.  

Frequent updates, open communication

Stricter teacher policies requiring JMC entries/updating  

Each child needs to be treated as an individual, not a group, as some learn at different rates and different ways.  Right now, 

teachers do not seem to have enough time for kids who are behind or needing extra help to get their work done.  Or if so, 

maybe it is some the child does not feel the teacher is approachable because they are "bothering" or interrupting them from 

something else.  Especially when there are student teachers, the main teacher can be available that whole time to help the 

ones behind or struggling to get caught up on old assignments, etc.  I feel late elementary school teachers did not prepare 

my child for middle school, not necessarily all of the teachers but several, especially in accountability portion and structure 

to get assignments done, and somewhat curriculum.  The teachers should have an hour after normal school hours so any 

student can freely stay after for extra help, as they do not seem to have time during class. It would be a good time to utilize 

in getting these late assignments in (in many cases late because they student does not understand the work).    Also, if 

majority of students in a class do not have good grades (as in one case as my child says), the teacher is probably not effective 

at getting information across to children in order to grasp the subject, and the teacher or style needs to be looked into.  My 

child says "the teacher is not a good teacher; nobody understands" (what teacher is talking about).  The kids coming out of 

college who start teaching need to be closely watched for several years as of course they are learning themselves what they 

are doing, and our children should not have to suffer consequences of their inadequacies.  My older graduated kids from 

Hayfield feel that in some subjects they were not fully prepared for college and had to take refresher classes just to get 

caught up tp college level.  This costs extra money to take these classes, of course, and makes Hayfield look like a less than 

desireable school to go to as well.  This cannot be swept under rug each year when there are problems and just pushed off 

until the kids are out of school.  It needs to be addressed before it gets worse in older school years.  

The school needs to actively address bullying in the buildings and community.  There are numerous ways that students are 

bullied and the school does not address them.  I believe there are some students that don't even realize that they are 

bullying another student.  My child has come home with  pencil stab wounds and bites on the neck and bruises.  What the 

(readacted)  is going on there?  I am told it was this person or that person and "we are just joking around."  I'm sorry, but I 

don't find physical abuse as a joke!  Step up and deal with this issue!  I also do not like the fact the school and teachers are 

changing the grading policy mid-year.  If you feel the policy needs to be changed do it at the start of one year, but not during 

the middle of the year.  AND if you feel you must absolutely change the policy mid year, only do it in favor of the student. 

(statements redacted)   Wake up here! 

Share all results of this survey - positive and negative comments.  We took this survey last year and never heard a word, even 

when we asked for the results.  We were told they would be coming soon.  Not all comments were shared.  How do we know 

you are listening to us?  I understand the approach of the newer grading scale, but it is hard since we aren't comparable to 

98% of other schools.  Our slightly lower GPA is probably similar to a higher one at other schools, but colleges don't know 

this as we apply for colleges and scholarships.  Discouraging to students to see lower grades.  How can teachers and parents 

make this work better?  Look at policy -i.e.   If a child gets disciplined (minor in retrospect to what could be) in 7th grade and 

then changes his attitude/behavior.  Should he be punished as a second offense if something happens in a later grade.  If I 

receive a speeding ticket, the law clears me with "good behavior" after a certain time period.    Shouldn't a student have that 

benefit also and not have to carry a strike forever?  
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Its fine

find a time that a teacher can talk to the child and find where the child is not understanding the assignment.

find a time that a teacher can talk to the child and find where the child is not understanding the assignment.

Sending information home with child and more written instruction instead of depending on internet/email.
Let parents know of any concerns with the student. Don't move the class forward if only a few of the students are grasping 

the material.
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